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In order to understand the decomposition process of hydrocarbons in a hydrogen (H) plasma, a Monte Carlo
simulation of collisional transport of a methane (CH4) molecule was developed. The model simulates collision
reactions with plasma ions and electrons (including dissociation, excitation, ionization, and charge exchange) and
elastic collisions with residual H2 gas. The interaction with a surrounding wall was also considered (reflection
from the wall, deposition on the wall, and reemission of carbon (C) and hydrocarbons (CHx) by physical and
chemical sputtering). In a low-temperature plasma, because the decomposition process was mainly dominated
by charge exchange with plasma ions followed by dissociative recombination with electrons, many neutral C
and CHx species were obtained. At high temperature, the ionized Cy+ and CH+x species were the dominant ones
because of the dissociative ionization and excitation by electrons. Comparable to our previous experiment, the
calculated decomposition rate of CH4 into neutral and ionized C atoms was ∼50% for a temperature of 15 eV and
a density of 3.5 × 1017 m−3. Nevertheless, the calculated distribution of C and CHx deposits on the vessel wall
were localized in the upstream of the plasma, which was different from the experimental setup.
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1. Introduction
Hydrogen isotope recovery from vacuum exhaust gas

is an essential method in ensuring the safety of tritium
and efficiency of fuel cycle in a fusion reactor. Even in
full-metal wall devices, the vacuum exhaust gas can con-
tain hydrocarbons because carbon (C) atoms dissolve in
the metals (tungsten and steel) and are deposited on the
metal surfaces, as shown in QUEST at Kyushu Univer-
sity [1]. Therefore, through decomposition of the hydro-
carbons, hydrogen isotopes have to be recovered.

We have introduced a new method of hydrocarbon de-
composition using plasma and evaluated it experimentally.
In the experiments [2, 3], methane (CH4) gas was injected
into a radio-frequency (RF) plasma. The results presented
that almost all CH4 injected was decomposed into carbon
(C) and hydrogen (H) atoms by a helium plasma. However,
in the case of H plasma, the decomposition was limited to
be less than 70%. Furthermore, C-based by-products were
deposited on the inner wall of the plasma vessel, decreas-
ing the H recover efficiency. To improve the recovery effi-
ciency, the details of CH4 decomposition and C deposition
processes must be understood from the viewpoints of both
atomic and molecular collisions in the plasma and plasma-
wall interactions on the vessel wall.
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In this study, we developed a Monte Carlo simula-
tion of three-dimensional transport of CH4 molecules in
a cylindrical H plasma surrounded by a vessel wall. Our
attention is focused on the case that a small amount of
CH4 gas is injected into a real-sized plasma with a thick C-
deposited wall to simulate experimental setup in a steady-
state condition.

2. Simulation Model
As in the experimental setup [3], a quartz vessel with

a length d of 27 cm and a radius r of 0.5 cm surrounded a
cylindrical H plasma. Figure 1 (a) presents the axial dis-
tribution of the electron density ne and temperature Te of
the plasma used in this simulation. The radial distribution
of the plasma parameters was disregarded. The ion tem-
perature Ti was assumed to be equal to Te. A H2 gas was
introduced into the vessel to produce the plasma. The gas
pressure was set to 170 Pa, which corresponds to a density
of H2 neutrals of 4.1× 1022 m−3. A double-probe method
in the previous study [4] experimentally measured the elec-
tron temperature and density in this plasma. The measure-
ment results showed ne = 6.7× 1016 m−3 and Te = 9.25 eV
at the axial position of d = +11.5 cm [+6.0 cm away from
the edge of plasma center (d = +5.5 cm)]. To estimate
the axial distribution of ne, optical spectroscopy was con-
ducted at other three points (d = +7.5, +9.5, +10.5 cm).
From the relative ratio of emission strength, ne were es-
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Fig. 1 (a) Axial distributions of plasma density ne and temper-
ature Te used for simulation. (b) Vertical and (c) cross
views of 50 pseudo-particles of CH4 molecules injected
from the position of d = −13.5 cm on the center axis of a
cylindrical vessel.

timated to be 2.9× 1017 m−3 at +7.5 cm, 1.6× 1017 m−3 at
+9.5 cm, and 8.7× 1016 m−3 at +10.5 cm. Based on these
experimental evidences, at the plasma center region, ne

were estimated to be 3.5× 1017 m−3 by extrapolating four
results (one probe data and three emission data), and the
axial distribution was estimated as shown in Fig. 1 (a). On
the other hand, we have only one data on Te (9.25 eV at
d = +11.5 cm). The effect of Te axial distribution is dis-
cussed in Section 3.

In this simulation, CH4 molecules (typically, the num-
ber of 103) were injected into the plasma edge (d =
−13.5 cm) and the center of axis (r = 0.0 cm). Each
molecule was assumed to be a pseudo-particle represent-
ing the number of 3.62× 1017 CH4 molecules per second.
The initial velocity distribution of the pseudo-particle was
a Maxwellian in a temperature of 300 K, shifted by the
flow velocity of 0.025 m s−1 (approximately corresponding
to the CH4 gas flow introduced from a 1/8-inch pipe). In
addition, by vacuum pumping at the end of the vessel, a su-
perficial velocity of 38.2 m s−1 pushed the particles along
the cylindrical axis at all times.

The pseudo-particle that move across the plasma ex-
perienced many collision types with plasma particles and
also residual neutrals. In the case of plasma particles (ions
and electrons), the 89 types of collision reactions were fol-
lowed using the atomic data package from ref. [5], i.e., the
direct ionization, dissociative ionization, excitation of hy-
drocarbon ions, dissociative recombination of the ionized
particles, and charge exchange with the H+ ions. The re-
action sequences generated many species of hydrocarbon
neutrals CHx (x = 1 - 3) and the ions CH+x (x = 1 - 4), fi-
nally resulting in neutral and ionized Cy+ (y = 0 - 6). On
the other hand, in the case of residual neutrals (H2), the
pseudo-particles collided with H2 elastically. The scatter-
ing angle and energy loss in this elastic collision were sim-
ply calculated assuming hard-sphere collision [6].

When the pseudo-particles reached the vessel wall
(r = 0.5 cm), they are reflected or deposited on the wall.
The ionized species CH+x (x = 1 - 4) are accelerated by
the electric field in the electrostatic sheath before bom-
barding the wall surface. The sheath thickness was set to
be 16.3 λD, where λD is the Debye length, and the elec-
tric field was calculated according to ref. [7]. A part of
the particles reaching the wall surface was reflected and
moved back into the plasma, and they collided again with
the plasma particles (electrons and ions) and neutrals. The
reflection coefficient depends on the species and energy
of the molecules. Moreover, different species are emit-
ted from the wall surface when they are reflected. This
emission probabilities of each species were taken from a
molecular dynamics simulation from ref. [8] at relevant
incident energies. The wall surface was assumed to be a
C-deposited layer, which was too thick to be penetrated
by the incident particles, and an amorphous C including
rich H atoms (atomic ratio H/(C + H) of 0.3) because of
successive bombardment of plasma H ions. The charging
effects on the quartz vessel wall were not taken into ac-
count because of the thick conducting layer. From the sur-
face, low-energy (< 10 eV) and large molecules are easy
to reflect as they are, whereas with increasing energy, the
molecules are decomposed into small species and C atoms.
The CHx molecules and C atoms that were not reflected
from the surface were deposited on the wall. They are
a subject to physical and chemical sputtering because of
successive irradiation with plasma H+ ions. Therefore,
the number of deposited C atoms and CHx molecules in
a pseudo-particle was calculated by subtracting the num-
ber of sputtered particles. In this simulation, the sputter-
ing yield was calculated using a semi-empirical formula
for pure C material from ref. [9] with a target tempera-
ture of 450 K taken from the experiment. In the experi-
ment [3], the wall temperature decreased to 300 K toward
the edges of this devise (d < −15 cm and d > +15 cm).
The temperature distribution was not taken into account
because it did not affect sputtering yield strongly at this
temperature region. The chemical or physical sputtering
was chosen based on each sputtering yield. For chemical
sputtering, a CH4 molecule with a Maxwellian-distributed
velocity with the wall temperature was reemitted from the
surface, whereas for physical sputtering, a C atom with
Thompson energy distribution was emitted. The calcula-
tion finished when pseudo-particles reached the axial edges
of this devise (d < −15 cm and d > +15 cm). They were
assumed to be transported without deposition and reflec-
tion. Nevertheless, small part (∼0.1%) of CHx molecules
escaped from the axial edges in the experimental condition
(Te = 15 eV and ne = 3.5 × 1017 m−3).

Figures 1 (b) and (c) shows vertical and cross pictures,
respectively, of 50 pseudo-particles of an injected CH4

molecule moving in the plasma, decomposing into small
molecules and atoms. In the vertical picture, the axial scale
is reduced to 1/15. Every 10−6 s, each point is sketched by
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the positions of the pseudo-particles. The number of points
reduced near the vessel wall surface because an ionized
particle was accelerated by the sheath electric field.

3. Simulation Results
First, the effect of Te axial distribution on simulation

results was examined. The calculations were conducted
using trapezoid- and flat-type distributions as shown in
Fig. 2. The results of the simulation and the distribution
of species (C atoms and CHx molecules) were shown in
Fig. 2 (b). It can be seen from Fig. 2 (b) that the Te axial
distributions did not make large difference on particle dis-
tributions; therefore, the distribution found in Fig. 1 (a) is
used hereafter.

Figure 3 presents the distributions of species deposited
on the vessel wall or passed through the plasma. Plasma
parameters were set to be the same with the experimental
condition (Te = 15 eV and ne = 3.5 × 1017 m−3) shown in
Fig. 3 (b). For comparison, low Te case (1 eV) and high Te

case (100 eV) are shown in Figs. 3 (a) and (c), respectively,
with ne = 1 × 1017 m−3. The decomposition of the in-
jected CH4 was conducted in all cases [Figs. 3 (a) - (c)] but
with different species distributions. In the low-temperature
plasma [Fig. 3 (a)], neutral species were dominant, and a
large part of neutrals escaped from the downstream of the
plasma (axial position d around +0.135 m). For higher
Te [Fig. 3 (b)], the ionized species were mainly developed,
and the decomposition was considered adequate to produce
singly and multi-charged C ions. With the further increase
of Te [Fig. 3 (c)], CH+x ions were dominant on the species

Fig. 2 (a) Axial distributions of plasma density ne and tempera-
ture Te used for simulation. (b) Species distribution after
calculation.

distribution, therefore reducing the decompositions of C
atom.

In order to understand the decomposition process of
the injected CH4 molecules, we assessed which collision
reactions occurred in the above three cases. Figure 4
demonstrates the occurred collision reactions in this sim-
ulation, which are categorized into seven types. In low-
temperature plasma [Fig. 4 (a)], C+ and CH+x ions were
produced through a charge exchange reaction involving
dissociations of CH4 neutrals with plasma ions. The ions
were neutralized under dissociative recombination with the
electrons and also through reflection from the vessel wall,
therefore, obtaining many neutral species, as shown in
Fig. 3 (a). At the experimental condition case [Fig. 4 (b)],
the dissociative ionization of CH4 neutrals, the dissociation
of CH4 neutrals, and the dissociative excitation of the ion-
ized products frequently occurred, resulting in single ion-
ization of C atoms. Further increase in plasma temperature
[Fig. 4 (c)] resulted in a reduction in the number of colli-
sion reactions since the ion species early deposited into the
vessel wall.

The dependences of the plasma parameter (ne and Te)
on the decomposition were also examined. The decom-
position rate was defined to be a percent fraction of the

Fig. 3 C and CHx species deposited on the vessel wall or es-
caped from the downstream of plasma with different tem-
peratures, Te, at the center of the plasma. (a) Te = 1 eV
(ne = 1×1017 m−3), (b) Te = 15 eV (ne = 3.5×1017 m−3),
and (c) Te = 100 eV (ne = 1 × 1017 m−3). The number of
injected CH4 molecules is 3.62× 1017 per second.
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Fig. 4 Collisional reactions occurred in the vessel before the de-
position on the vessel wall or escaped from the down-
stream of plasma. Plasma parameters in (a), (b), and
(c) correspond to the cases in Figs. 3 (a), 3 (b), and 3 (c),
respectively. The number of injected CH4 molecules is
3.62× 1017 per second.

number of fully dissociated C atoms (neutrals and ions)
to injected CH4 molecules. Figure 5 summarizes the cal-
culation results where the decomposition rates were cate-
gorized using four symbols, i.e., double circle, circle, tri-
angle, and cross with the value of the rate. The values
in parentheses are the rates calculated without sputtering
and redeposition of C and CHx deposits. The calcula-
tion results showed that low-temperature and high-density
plasma was desirable for high decomposition rate, regard-
less of whether the sputtering and redeposition were con-
sidered. For the decomposition rate of more than 60%,
ne > 5 × 1017 m−3 and Te < 30 eV were needed. In
high-density cases (1018 m−3 and 1019 m−3), the decompo-
sition rate decreased with increasing temperature. There
were quite different dependences on the electron tempera-
tures in the low- and high-plasma-density cases because at
high temperatures, the ionized products were deposited af-
ter few dissociations due to the sheath acceleration before
reaching the wall surface. Differently, there were increased

Fig. 5 Plasma parameter dependence of the decomposition rate
that is defined as a percent fraction of neutral and ionized
C atoms to the injected CH4 molecules. The values inside
the parentheses are the rates calculated without sputtering
from and redeposition on the deposited C and CHx. The
double circle, circle, triangle, and cross symbols corre-
spond to the rates, Rd, of Rd > 80%, 80% > Rd > 50%,
50% > Rd > 10%, and Rd < 10%, respectively.

collision events for the decomposition due to the increas-
ing density of the plasma. In our experiments [3], an in-
ductively coupled plasma was produced by the RF power
of 50 W and the H2 gas pressure of 170 Pa. The plasma
parameters achieved in the experiments are estimated to be
ne = 3 - 5 × 1017 m−3 and Te = 10 - 15 eV at the center axis
in the cylindrical vessel. Therefore, the present simulation
was in rough agreement with the experimental estimation
value of 60% - 70%, although the decomposition rate was
defined differently from the simulation. (In the experiment,
the CH4 signal was obtained by a quadrupole mass spec-
trometer equipped at the downstream of the plasma vessel.
The ratio of the signals with-plasma to without-plasma was
calculated.)

In the experiment [3], thick C and CHx deposits were
observed at the downstream of the plasma, and the de-
posits were strongly suppressed around the center of the
plasma. This suppression of the deposition at the cen-
ter region may be explained by the sputtering of the de-
posited C and CHx. In this simulation, a pseudo-particle
represented the number of 3.62× 1017 of CH4 molecules
per second, which corresponds to a flow rate of 0.81 sccm
(standard cubic centimeters per minute) in the experiment.
Therefore, the axial distribution of deposited C and CHx

can be assessed for the experimental conditions. Figure 6
presents the axial distributions for different electron tem-
peratures Te. High Te [Fig. 6 (c)] produced a localized and
thick deposition in the upstream of the plasma (axial posi-
tion d around −0.135 m). With decreasing Te, the deposi-
tion became thinner and was distributed in a wider area of
the vessel. In the experimental condition [Fig. 6 (b)], the
distributions are shown together with calculation without
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Fig. 6 Axial distribution of C and CHx deposits on the vessel
wall for different temperatures Te at the center of the
plasma. Plasma parameters in (a), (b), and (c) correspond
to the cases in Figs. 3 (a), 3 (b), and 3 (c), respectively.
The number of injected CH4 molecules is 3.62× 1017 per
second. The distribution calculated without sputtering
and redeposition effects on C and CH4 deposits due to
plasma ion bombardment is shown in figure (b), repre-
sented with dotted line.

sputtering of the deposits (C atoms and CH4 molecules)
by plasma H ions. Regardless of whether the sputtering
from the deposited C on the wall was considered or not, the
deposition was distributed to the upstream of the plasma.
The distribution was somewhat different from the experi-
mental results where distribution had a peak at the down-
stream of the plasma. The sputtering yield, which was cal-
culated using a semi-empirical formula [9], was 0.0068 at
the center position. Such a small yield caused few sput-
tering in the plasma cylinder within the length of 27 cm,
e.g., one CH4 molecule (not pseudo-particle) experienced
∼1 time sputtering for ne = 3.5× 1017 m−3 and Te = 15 eV.
The reason for the disagreement with the experimental ob-
servation was unclear. Although the empirical sputtering
yield of pure C utilized here was insensitive to the target
temperature for the temperatures < 500 K, the axial pro-
file of the C and CHx deposits observed in the experiment
strongly correlated with the wall temperature. Most de-
posits were observed at the axial edge of the vessel where
there was relatively low wall temperature. One possibil-
ity of the temperature-dependent deposition may be a re-

Fig. 7 Tentative calculation of the axial distribution of C and
CHx deposits on the vessel wall for high sputtering yields.
The sputtering yields are 10 and 100 times higher than the
semiempirical yield [9]. Plasma density and temperature
are 3.5×1017 m−3 and 15 eV, respectively. The number of
injected CH4 molecules is 3.62 × 1017 per second.

sult of containing H atoms in the deposited C, producing,
for example, a-C:H. The H uptake increases the sputter-
ing yield of loosely bound C from thick a-C:H layer with
elevated surface temperatures at low energies of incident
H in the range of 1 - 10 eV [10]. Furthermore, to improve
the erosion of the deposits, the charge exchange reaction
of plasma H ions with neutral H atoms emitted by CH4 de-
composition can produce high-energy H atoms. Tentative
simulation calculations were performed by using higher
sputtering yields that were 10 and 100 times higher than
the semi-empirical yield. Figure 7 presents the calculation
results that cause us to expect the growth of the additional
peak at the downstream of the plasma. For the highest sput-
tering yield, strong erosion in the upstream of the plasma
was obtained, and the eroded deposits were redeposited at
the downstream of the plasma.

Here, the effect of neutral H atoms emitted by CH4

decomposition on sputtering is discussed. high-energy H
atoms may be produced through charge exchange reaction
of plasma H ions with the neutral H atoms. The number
of the emitted H atoms bombarding the vessel wall had
peaked to ∼ 2.5 × 1016 per second (within an interval of
1 mm of the axial position) at the upstream of the plasma
(d ≈ −0.1 m). It is smaller than the number of plasma H
ions (∼ 1 × 1017 per second) bombarding the vessel wall.
The effect of the sputtering by the H atoms emitted by CH4

decomposition on the deposition profile can be small be-
cause the sputtering yield was less than 0.01 even for the
energy of 100 eV. In addition, the effect of the sputtering
by C and CHx products is also discussed. An impact of
C and CHx (including C dissociated from CHx at the sur-
face) mainly causes self-sputtering of the deposits. The
sputtering yield is 0.01 or less even at the center region
of the plasma (d = −0.55 -+0.55 m) because the threshold
energy for the self-sputtering is high (30 eV or more) [11].
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Therefore, the effect of the self-sputtering of the C and CHx

deposits can be small again. Contrarily, the sputtering by
impurities in the plasma, such as multiply ionized C and
O, gives us another possibility to explain the difference of
deposition profile between experiment and simulation re-
sults. Assuming that a concentration of C3+ impurities was
several %, the number of the impurity ions bombarding the
vessel surface is less than 1016 per second (with an inter-
val of 1 mm at the axial position). The sputtering yield
by the ions accelerated in the plasma sheath is ∼0.12 even
at the center region of the plasma. This gives us a small
contribution of plasma impurities to the deposition profile
[Fig. 6 (b)].

4. Conclusion
A Monte Carlo simulation of a CH4 molecule col-

lisional transport in H plasma with residual H2 gas was
employed to evaluate the decomposition process with var-
ious plasma parameters. In the simulation, surface pro-
cesses were also taken into account, namely, reflection of
C and CHx products, deposition on a cylindrical vessel
wall, and sputtering of the deposits. Since the decompo-
sition process was dominated by a reaction chain of the
charge exchange with plasma ions and dissociative recom-
bination with electrons, many neutral C and CHx species
were obtained in low-temperature plasma. With increas-
ing temperature, the ionized species mainly dominated the
decomposition products due to dissociation and dissocia-
tive ionization of CHx neutrals and dissociative excitation
of CH+x ions. The ion species were easier (harder) to de-
posit into (reflected from) the wall surface because of the
sheath acceleration before reaching the wall surface. As
a result, the decomposition of CH4 molecules was gradu-

ally suppressed with increasing temperature at high densi-
ties, whereas with increasing density of the plasma, it was
largely enhanced. The calculated decomposition rate of
CH4 into neutral and ionized C atoms was ∼50% for a den-
sity of 3.5× 1017 m−3 and a temperature of 15 eV, which
was comparable to an estimation in our previous experi-
ment. Nevertheless, the calculated distributions of the C
and CHx deposits to the vessel wall were localized in the
upstream of the plasma, and additional deposition at the
downstream of the plasma is not reproduced by this simu-
lation.
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